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DISCUSSION: The Director of the Texas Service Center denied the nonimmigrant visa petition, and the
matter is now before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be rejected
pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 103.3(a)(2)(v)(A)(l).

The. petitioner is a South African business organization and is seeking to extend the employment of the
beneficiary as the managing director of its United States operation as an L-IA nonimmigrant intracompany
transferee pursuant to section 101(a)(l5)(L) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the' Act), 8 U.S.c. §
1101(a)(15)(L). The director denied the petition concluding that the petitioner failed to establish that the
beneficiary will be employed in a primarily managerial or executive capacity. '

The Fo~ G-28, Entry of Appearance as Attorney or Representative, in the record was signed_ by the
beneficiary, not by an authorized representative of the petitioner and not on behalf of the petitioner.
Therefore, the attorney identified in the Form G-28 is counsel to the beneficiary, not counsel to the petitioner.
The Form I-290B that was submitted in response to the July 27, 2006 decision was signed and filed by the
attorney identified in the above Form G-28 on behalf of the beneficiary. Citizenship and Immigration
Services regulations specifically prohibit a beneficiary -of a visa petition, or a representative acting on a
beneficiary's behalf, from filing a petition; the beneficiary of a visa petition is not a recognized partY in a.
proceeding. 8 C.F.R. § 103.2(a)(3). As the beneficiary and his representative are not recognized parties,
counsel is not authorized to file an appeal. 8 C.F.R. § 103.3(a)(l)(iii)(B).

As the appeal was not properly filed, it must be rejected. 8 C.F.R. § 103.3(a)(2)(v)(A)(l).1

ORDER: The appeal is rejected.

IFinally, counsel to the beneficiary asserts the following in the Form I-290B: "Both Petitioner and
Beneficiary respectfully request that the Service's decision be reconsidered because the Service misinterpreted
the evidence submitted regarding the number of employees of the business." However, counsel failed to
specifically explain how, exactly, the director misinterpreted this evidence or to suggest a proper
interpretation. Therefore, as 8 C.F.R. § 103.3(a)(1 )(v) requires the AAO to summarily dismiss an appeal
when the appellant fails to identify specifically any erroneous conclusion of law or statement of fact, the AAO
would be obligated to summarily dismiss the current appeal if the appeal were not being rejected. No specific
erroneous conclusion oflaw or statement offact has been identified for the appeal.


